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Abstract
Sentiment analysis plays a pivotal role in understanding public opinion, particularly in the political domain where the
portrayal of entities in news articles influences public perception. In this paper, we investigate the effectiveness
of Large Language Models (LLMs) in predicting entity-specific sentiment from political news articles. Leveraging
zero-shot and few-shot strategies, we explore the capability of LLMs to discern sentiment towards political entities in
news content. Employing a chain-of-thought (COT) approach augmented with rationale in few-shot in-context learning,
we assess whether this method enhances sentiment prediction accuracy. Our evaluation on sentiment-labeled
datasets demonstrates that LLMs, outperform fine-tuned BERT models in capturing entity-specific sentiment. We find
that learning in-context significantly improves model performance, while the self-consistency mechanism enhances
consistency in sentiment prediction. Despite the promising results, we observe inconsistencies in the effectiveness
of the COT prompting method. Overall, our findings underscore the potential of LLMs in entity-centric sentiment
analysis within the political news domain and highlight the importance of suitable prompting strategies and model
architectures.

Keywords: zero-shot, few-shot, sentiment analysis, chain-of-thought prompting, in-context learning, self-
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1. Introduction

Sentiment analysis (SA) is a vital area in natural
language processing (NLP)(Liu, 2020), focused on
deciphering opinions and emotions using computa-
tional methods (Poria et al., 2020). It has diverse ap-
plications, from product reviews to social media in-
sights. Previous research has addressed sentiment
analysis at various levels, such as sentence, para-
graph, and document levels (Zhang et al., 2023).
Moreover, studies have focused on different targets
of sentiment, including overall sentiment, aspect-
based sentiment (Brun and Nikoulina, 2018), and
sentiment associated with event mentions (Zhang
et al., 2022). Analyzing sentiment pertinent to the
salient entities in the news article is an important
problem in computational journalism and news con-
tent analysis (Rønningstad et al., 2023). In the con-
text of political natural language processing (NLP),
understanding the sentiment towards political enti-
ties in news articles is particularly crucial. Political
entities, such as countries, politicians, and political
organizations, often drive the narrative in news cov-
erage. Therefore, being able to accurately assess
the sentiment towards these entities can provide
valuable insights into public opinion, political dis-
course, and media framing.

Similar to works by (Tang et al., 2023), and
(Bastan et al., 2020), our research specifically tar-
gets sentiment analysis related to particular enti-
ties. Historically, sentiment analysis relied on bag-
of-word models, which failed to capture word or-
dering, a crucial aspect of sentiment prediction.

Later, machine learning (ML) and deep learning
(DL) models gained popularity for sentiment analy-
sis tasks, though they struggled with generalization
on domain-specific datasets (Kenyon-Dean et al.,
2018). Recently, techniques like transfer learn-
ing (Golovanov et al., 2019) and self-supervised
learning (Qian et al., 2023) have been applied to im-
prove model generalization and reduce data depen-
dence, particularly demonstrating promising perfor-
mance in few-shot settings with limited annotated
data. However, state-of-the-art deep neural net-
work models remain complex and opaque in their
decision-making processes, posing challenges for
both end-users and system designers.

However, recent research on pre-trained large
language models (LLMs) has demonstrated im-
pressive performance across a variety of natural
language processing (NLP) tasks, particularly in
common sense reasoning (Brown et al., 2020).
These LLMs have proven capable of generalizing
to new tasks using zero-shot and few-shot learn-
ing, facilitated by suitable prompts and in-context
learning (Huang and Chang, 2022). Moreover,
the introduction of chain-of-thought (COT) prompt-
ing (Wei et al., 2022) has further enhanced the
reasoning abilities of LLMs by generating interme-
diate reasoning steps. By incorporating rationale
into the prompt design and providing (input, out-
put) instance-pair demonstrations, the COT ap-
proach encourages LLMs to generate textual expla-
nations alongside predicting the final output. Addi-
tionally, self-consistency mechanisms (Wang et al.,
2022) reinforce the reasoning capabilities of LLMs
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through sample-and-marginalize decoding proce-
dures. Despite these advancements, some studies
have suggested that accumulating explanations
with prompts during in-context learning may have
adverse effects on LLM performance in question-
answering (QA) and natural language inference
(NLI) tasks (Ye and Durrett, 2022). Nevertheless,
LLMs have proven effective in various textual rea-
soning tasks, including arithmetic and symbolic
reasoning problems (Wang et al., 2022). In our
research, we aim to investigate whether LLMs can
accurately predict entity-centric sentiment polarity
from political news text. By exploring the intersec-
tion of large language models and sentiment anal-
ysis, we hope to shed light on the capabilities and
limitations of these models in understanding and
interpreting sentiment dynamics in textual data.

To employ large language models (LLMs) for
predicting entity-specific sentiment, we harness
the chain-of-thought (COT) mechanism to guide
prompt design. In our zero-shot chain-of-thought
approach, we adopt a two-stage prompting strat-
egy. Initially, we extract the contextual justification
for the prediction, followed by returning the final
sentiment label in the second stage. Our few-shot
approach involves integrating a limited number of
(entity context, entity-centric sentiment label, ratio-
nale) triplets into the LLMs during training. Here,
the entity context may encompass a sentence, para-
graph, or entire document, while the entity-centric
sentiment label denotes the sentiment polarity to-
wards the target entity as depicted in the context.
The rationale comprises one or more sentences
elucidating the reasoning behind the predicted out-
come. We assess our model’s performance based
on the accuracy of the final predicted sentiment
class.

Additionally, previous research has highlighted
the necessity of scaling up LLMs with several
hundred billion parameters, such as the Ope-
nAI GPT series (GPT-3-175B) (Brown et al.,
2020), PaLM(540B) (Chowdhery et al., 2022), and
LaMDA(137B) (Thoppilan et al., 2022), to achieve
satisfactory performance in COT scenarios. How-
ever, adopting these large pre-trained language
models may be unfeasible for many users with re-
source constraints (Ranaldi and Freitas, 2024). In
our experiments, we employ LLMs with relatively
fewer model parameters, namely Mistral-7B (Jiang
et al., 2023), LLaMA2-13B (Touvron et al., 2023)
and Falcon-40B (Almazrouei et al., 2023). By delib-
erately altering various aspects of the demonstrated
rationale and conducting a series of ablation exper-
iments, we measure how the model’s performance
varies accordingly. Our extensive results demon-
strate the effectiveness of LLMs with relatively fewer
parameters in the task of entity-centric sentiment
prediction from political news articles.

Our contributions are as follows:

• We explore the capability of LLMs to predict
entity-specific sentiment from the news context
in a zero-shot setting.

• We examine the efficacy of the Chain-of-
Thought (COT) approach in conjunction with
Large Language Models (LLMs), bolstered by
rationale in few-shot in-context learning. Our
objective is to determine whether this com-
bined approach improves the model’s abil-
ity to predict entity-specific sentiment from
document-level context.

• We evaluate the accuracy and robustness of
our proposed approach using two sentiment-
labeled news datasets. The first dataset 1

comprises political news articles sourced from
the Event-Registry API 2, while the second
dataset 3 is obtained from (Bastan et al., 2020),
providing diverse contexts for evaluation and
comparison.

2. Entity Centric Sentiment from
Political News

In this paper, we address the task of determining
the overall sentiment polarity expressed towards a
target entity in a political news article. This task dif-
fers significantly from existing works on sentiment
prediction in movie reviews, product reviews, or so-
cial media datasets (Kumaresan and Thangaraju,
2023). Unlike review text or social media datasets,
news articles contain descriptive content with a
significant amount of redundant information that
is often irrelevant for sentiment prediction of the
target entity. Additionally, subjective opinions are
sometimes presented as objective information, pos-
ing challenges for automatic classifiers. While it
may be easy for humans to discern the inherent
sentiment polarity, automatic classifiers face diffi-
culties in extracting the target entity-specific context
from news articles, especially when multiple enti-
ties are mentioned multiple times, both directly and
indirectly (Fei et al., 2023).

Moreover, a single news article may contain mul-
tiple opinions directed towards the target entity, and
the sentiment towards the same entity may vary
across different paragraphs within the same article.
Hence, navigating through irrelevant information to
extract the target entity-specific context and predict
the correct sentiment becomes challenging.

1https://github.com/alapanju/EntSent
2https://github.com/EventRegistry/

event-registry-python
3https://github.com/StonyBrookNLP/

PerSenT

https://github.com/alapanju/EntSent
https://github.com/EventRegistry/event-registry-python
https://github.com/EventRegistry/event-registry-python
https://github.com/StonyBrookNLP/PerSenT
https://github.com/StonyBrookNLP/PerSenT
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In the following sections, we first describe our
approach, followed by the experimental details, in-
cluding the dataset used and the LLM models em-
ployed. Subsequently, we present our experimental
findings and engage in pertinent discussions. Fol-
lowing this, we delve into a detailed examination
of existing works within this domain. Finally, the
paper concludes by summarizing key discoveries
and outlining avenues for future research.

3. Our Approach

In this paper, we explore the natural language un-
derstanding capabilities of the LLMs by predicting
the entity-specific sentiment label from news arti-
cles in zero-shot and few-shot settings.

3.1. Zero-shot approach
In zero-shot settings, we do not utilize any training
exemplar for model supervision. In the absence
of demonstration exemplars, the LLM is provided
with the prompt containing the problem definition,
input context, and sentiment class labels. Prob-
lem definition denotes the task name (i.e. sen-
timent classification); Input context contains the
news text and the target entity name; The senti-
ment class labels contain the set of final sentiment
tags. The prompt defines the expected structure
of the output that eventually helps us to decode
the LLM-responses into our desired format. In our
experiment, we utilize two prompting techniques
for zero-shot sentiment classification.

standard zero-shot In standard zero-shot set-
ting, the input prompt contains the task definition,
query text and target entity as described in the
figure 1. Due to clarity and space constraint, we
present a single sentence instead of the whole doc-
ument as the input text in that figure.

2-stage Prompting To comprehend the senti-
ment towards a particular entity, it is essential to
discern both implicit and explicit opinions within
the news context concerning that entity. Recent
studies, such as (Kojima et al., 2022), have demon-
strated that a two-stage prompting strategy, re-
ferred to as zero-shot Chain of Thought (COT),
can enhance the performance of Large Language
Models (LLMs) in various reasoning tasks. Con-
sequently, we adopt a similar two-stage prompting
approach in our methodology. In the first stage,
we extract textual cues indicating how the target
entity is depicted sentiment-wise. Subsequently, in
the second stage, we predict the final sentiment la-
bel. By employing this dual prompting process, we
obtain the sentiment label pertaining to the target
entity. Figure 2 illustrates the 2-stage prompting

method, depicting both the intermediate and final
outputs. The intermediate output serves as an ex-
planation for the final sentiment prediction.

3.2. Few-shot approach
(Brown et al., 2020) have shown that LLMs can
perform new tasks during inference when prompted
with a few-demonstrations. In our experiment, we
follow different prompting strategies and measure
the LLM performance on few-shot scenario.

Standard few-shot In standard few-shot prompt-
ing, the LLMs are provided with in-context exem-
plars containing (input, output) pairs before pro-
viding the query input text. Here, the input is the
entity context (news article) and the output is the
entity-specific sentiment tag (positive, negative or
neutral). The sample input prompt as well as the
generated output is reported in the figure 3.

COT prompting In COT prompting, we augment
the (input, output) example-pair demonstrations
with a natural language rationale that demonstrates
the justification of the output sentiment tag. Hence
the prompt is a triplet containing (input, rationale,
output). By incorporating rationale, we aim is to
investigate whether LLMs can benefit from these
explanations when learning from exemplars in-
context. The sample input prompt is illustrated in
figure 4.

3.3. Self-Consistency
Upon scrutinizing news articles, it becomes evi-
dent that the portrayal of the same entity varies
across different paragraphs within a single article.
Hence, to ascertain the overall document-level sen-
timent of the target entity, it is imperative to en-
compass and weigh all these opinions pertaining
to the entity. (Wang et al., 2022), introduced the
concept of self-consistency, which revolves around
generating multiple reasoning paths to determine
the correct final answer. Leveraging this concept,
we aim to influence the decoder of Large Lan-
guage Models (LLMs) to produce a diverse set
of reasoning paths for predicting the final senti-
ment tag. Following (Wang et al., 2022), in the
self-consistency method, we first prompt the LLM
using chain-of-thought prompting. Subsequently,
instead of employing a greedy search decoding
approach, we utilize various existing sampling al-
gorithms to generate a diverse set of candidate
reasoning paths. Each of these paths may lead
to a different final sentiment label. Finally, employ-
ing a majority voting approach, we marginalize the
sampled reasoning paths and select the sentiment
label that remains consistent across all generated
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Input Text: Brazil President Luiz Inacio Lula da Silva,
once again alleged that Israel is committing genocide

against Palestinians, as reported by The Times of Israel.

Target Entity: Israel
 

Input prompt: "Given the context \"{Input Text}\", what
sentiment label (positive, negative, neutral) is expressed

towards \"{Target Entity}\"?\n The answer is"

LLM Generated Text: negative

Figure 1: Standard Zero-shot Prompting Demonstration. Input prompt includes news article excerpt and
target entity phrase, generating entity-specific sentiment output.

Input: News Text
Target Entity: Entity phrase

Input Prompt: "Given the \"{Input}\", how is \"{Target Entity}\" portrayed
in terms of sentiment? The answer is:"

LLM

Generated Text: 
In this text, "Donald Trump" is protrayed in terms of sentiment

 as a strong leader who is determined to take action on
 the issue of gun violence. Many Republicans are divided on

 various proposals that Trump has suggested, but he is 
described as being actively engaged in the issue and lobbying for change.

Step 1

LLM Generated Text: positive

Input: Generated text in step1

Input prompt: "Given the sentiment context \"{Input}\", decide the
 overall sentiment label as \"positive\", \"negative\" or \"neutral\".

The answer is"

Step 2

Intermediate output

Final Output

Figure 2: Two-Stage Prompting for Sentiment Prediction in Zero-Shot Setting. The first stage involves
extracting rationales for entity-specific sentiment prediction, providing opinions regarding the target entity.
In the second stage, sentiment tags are predicted based on the explanations

answers. Through this "sample-and-marginalize"
decoding method, our objective is to encapsulate
all sentiment-inducing components from the news
content and amalgamate them to determine the
overall sentiment. The self-consistency method is
depicted in Figure 5.

4. Experimental Setup

4.1. Datasets
In our experiment, we utilize datasets released by
(Bastan et al., 2020) for our model evaluation. Ad-
ditionally, we curate a news dataset focused on
the political domain, extracted and annotated by
the Event-Registry API. These datasets consist
of news articles, target entity phrases, and entity-
specific sentiment tags, but lack rationale informa-
tion. In the following subsections, we provide de-
tailed descriptions of these two datasets.

PerSenT: The PerSenT dataset, introduced by
(Bastan et al., 2020), is designed to predict the au-
thor’s sentiment towards the main entities in news
articles. This dataset includes paragraph-level as
well as entire document-level sentiment annota-
tions towards the target entity. The authors have
partitioned the entire dataset into train, develop-
ment, and test splits. Additionally, the paper re-

ports the performance of various fine-tuned BERT
model variants on this dataset. In our experiment,
we evaluate the performance of our proposed LLM
models on the test set of the PerSenT dataset.

Dataset Positive Neutral Negative Total
Unique
Entites

PerSenT
Test-Std

293 213 73 579 426

PerSenT
Test-Freq

368 320 139 827 4

WPAN 600 600 600 1800 3

Table 1: Comparison of Test Dataset Statistics:
PerSenT vs. WPAN for Entity-Specific Sentiment
Analysis

Event Registry Data: The PerSenT dataset men-
tioned earlier contains a diverse selection of news
articles from various domains. However, to ex-
plore how different countries and their policies are
portrayed in the media, we have compiled a new
dataset focused on global politics. This involved
gathering news articles pertaining to specific na-
tions and their policies from media outlets world-
wide. We named the dataset as WPAN (Worldwide
Perception Analysis of Nations)4. The selected

4https://github.com/alapanju/EntSent

https://github.com/alapanju/EntSent
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Input Prompt:

'Based on the context: \"Germany\'s Landesbank Baden Wuertemberg won EU approval
Tuesday for a state bailout after it promised to shrink its balance sheet by 40 percent and
refocus on lending to companies.\", what is the sentiment polarity towards \"Landesbank
Baden Wuertemberg\"?\n
 Answer: The \"sentiment\" is: \"positive\".\n\n

Based on the context: \"Former Australian Opposition leader Malcolm Turnbull launched
attack against Tony Abbott\'s approach to climate change on Monday saying the new Liberal
policy is a farce and some claims amount to \"bullshit.\"\", what is the sentiment polarity
towards \"Tony Abbott\"?\n 
Answer: The \"sentiment\" is: \"negative\".\n\n

Based on the context: \"The United States is bracing for a heated political battle after
venerable US Supreme Court Justice John Paul Stevens announced his retirement from the
bench.\", what is the sentiment polarity towards \"John Paul Stevens\"?\n
Answer:  The \"sentiment\" is: \"neutral\".\n\n

Based on the context: \"After previously withholding his endorsement, U.S. Sen. John Cornyn,
R-Texas , said Sunday he \'s supporting Ted Cruz for re-election in 2018.\", what is the
sentiment polarity towards \"Iris Robinson\"?\n
Answer: The \ \"sentiment\" is \"not known\".\n\n

Based on the context: \"The evidence shows President Barack Obama ’s administration has
not only failed to meet that standard, it has actively worked to conceal important information
from the public.\", what is the sentiment polarity towards \"Barack Obama\"?\n
Answer:'

LLM Generated text:The
"sentiment" is "negative".

Figure 3: Standard Few-shot Prompting Illustration. Input: Entity context (news article). Output: Entity-
specific sentiment tag (positive/negative/neutral).

Input Prompt:

'Based on the context: \"Germany\'s Landesbank Baden Wuertemberg won EU approval
Tuesday for \ a state bailout after it promised to shrink its balance sheet by 40 percent and
refocus on lending \ to companies.\", what is the sentiment polarity towards \"Landesbank
Baden Wuertemberg\"?\n\ 
Answer: It is mentioned that Landesbank Baden Wuertemberg won EU approval for a state
bailout. \ So the \"sentiment\" is: \"positive\".\n\n

Based on the context: \"Former Australian Opposition leader Malcolm Turnbull launched
attack \ against Tony Abbott\'s approach to climate change on Monday saying the new
Liberal policy is a farce \ and some claims amount to \"bullshit.\"\", what is the sentiment
polarity towards \"Tony Abbott\"?\n\ 
Answer: It is mentioned that Malcolm Turnbull criticized Tony Abbott\'s climate change
approach as \"farce\" \ and \"bullshit\".So the \"sentiment\" is: \"negative\".\n\n

Based on the context: \"The United States is bracing for a heated political battle after
venerable \ US Supreme Court Justice John Paul Stevens announced his retirement from
the bench.", what is the sentiment polarity \ towards \"John Paul Stevens\"?\n
Answer: It is mentioned that Justice John Paul Stevens announced his retirement \ from the
bench, without expressing positive or negative sentiment. So the \"sentiment\" is:
\"neutral\".\n\n

Based on the context: \"After previously withholding his endorsement , U.S. Sen. John
Cornyn , R-Texas , \ said Sunday he \'s supporting Ted Cruz for re-election in 2018.", what is
the sentiment \ polarity towards \"Iris Robinson\"?\n
Answer: The context has no information regarding Iris Robinson. So the \ \"sentiment\" is
\"not known\".\n\n

Based on the context: \"The evidence shows President Barack Obama \’s administration has
not only failed to meet that standard, it has actively worked to conceal important information
from the public.\", what is the sentiment polarity towards \"Barack Obama\"?\n
Answer:'

LLM

Generated text:
 The text suggests that the administration of

Barack Obama has failed to meet a standard and
has actively worked to conceal information from

the public, which has a negative connotation.
Hence the answer is "negative".

Figure 4: COT Prompting Demonstration. Input: Entity context (news article), Rationale: Justification of
sentiment tag, Output: Entity-specific sentiment (positive/negative/neutral).

nations include India, Russia, and Israel. For In-
dia, we included media sources from neighboring
countries such as Pakistan and Bangladesh. Simi-
larly, for Russia, we selected outlets from India, the
UK, and the USA, while for Israel, we included out-
lets from India and Pakistan. Our selection criteria
were based on the significance of these nations
in events such as the Russia-Ukraine conflict, the
Israel-Hamas conflict, and tensions in the Indian

subcontinent. We chose media sources based on
article frequency, ensuring a random selection with-
out bias. We used the Event-Registry Python API
to extract relevant news articles. The API also pro-
vides a target specific document level sentiment
score. The sentiment scores range from −1 to 1,
where 1 represents maximum positive sentiment.
We categorized sentiment scores between 0.6 to
1 as positive, −0.2 to +0.2 as neutral, and -0.6 to
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Input text, Rationale, Sentiment labelExemplar1: 

Input text, Rationale, Sentiment label

Input text, Rationale, Sentiment label

Exemplar2:

Exemplar3:

Query Input TextQuery
Text:

LLM

Rationale, Sentiment label

Rationale, Sentiment label

Rationale, Sentiment label

Rationale, Sentiment label

Rationale, Sentiment label

Sample1:

Sample2:

Sample3:

Sample4:

Sample5:

Majority
Voting
Method

Final 
Sentiment

label

Figure 5: Chain-of-Thought Prompting with Self-Consistency in few-shot settings. The image illustrates
the process where the LLM is provided with demonstration exemplars consisting of (input, output, and
rationale) triplets. During inference, given a query input, the LLM returns multiple outputs containing
sentiment tags and related explanations. The final sentiment tag is identified through sampling and
marginalization technique.

-1 as negative. We collected 200 articles for each
sentiment range for each target topic, resulting in
600 articles per topic. Each dataset record includes
the news article, target entity, and entity-specific
sentiment label.

4.2. Language Models
Our task integrates entity-specific sentiment analy-
sis with elements of reasoning, particularly in jus-
tifying assigned sentiment based on contextual
cues and linguistic patterns in the text. Traditional
deep learning models or small language models
(SLMs) require rationale-augmented training, which
is costly and challenging to scale. However, in-
context few-shot learning via prompting and the
COT approach significantly enhance LLMs’ rea-
soning capabilities across various tasks. Through
COT, LLMs can perform few-shot prompting for
reasoning tasks using triplets: (input, output, chain-
of-thought). Studies have demonstrated the effec-
tiveness of COT in improving reasoning abilities
in LLMs with large parameter sizes, which are of-
ten inaccessible due to resource constraints. In
this study, we aim to determine whether LLMs with
fewer parameters can generate explicit reasoning
while predicting entity-specific sentiment classes
from document context. To explore this, we ex-
periment with three transformer-based language
models of varying scales:

• Mistral (Jiang et al., 2023) is a open-sourced
decoder-based model with 7-billion parame-
ters.

• Llama-2 (Touvron et al., 2023), developed by
Meta AI, is a collection of transformer-based
language models ranging in scale from 7 billion
to 70 billion parameters. In our experiment, we
use fine-tuned model named Llama2-13b-chat-
hf with 13-billion parameters.

• Falcon (Almazrouei et al., 2023) is a causal

decoder-only open-sourced language model.
In our experiment, we use instruct version of
the language model with two different parame-
ter size namely, Falcon-7b-instruct (7-billion)
and Falcon-40b-instruct (40-billion).

4.3. Prompting and Decoding Scheme
We discuss about the prompt designing in the sec-
tion 3. For few-shot setting, we employ 3-4 exem-
plars in our experiment. These samples are cho-
sen randomly from the training set of the PerSenT
dataset. In COT prompting method, the exemplar
pairs are augmented with manually composed nat-
ural language explanations. For a fair comparison,
we use same prompt structure and same exemplar
sets across all the LLMs.

For standard zero-shot and few-shot methods,
we use greedy search decoding. In the case of
2-stage prompting method, we first use top-k, top-
p and temperature sampling and in the second
step, we employ greedy decoding method. In self-
consistency method, instead of greedy search de-
coding, we employ different sampling algorithms
like top-k sampling, temperature sampling, top-p
sampling. In our experiment, the range of k value
is between{50, 90}; The p value varies in the range
of {0.9, 0.95}. We keep the temperature value as
0.7. We utilized a BERT model (Devlin et al., 2019)
fine-tuned with the training data from the PerSent
dataset as our baseline.

5. Result Analysis

In this section, we evaluate the performance of the
Large Language Models (LLMs) based on the cor-
rectness of the final predicted sentiment labels us-
ing macro-F1 score metric for quantitative analysis.
The experiments are conducted multiple times with
different sets of training samples, and the average
output over three runs is reported to ensure consis-
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Zero-shot Few-shot

Model Std
decoding

2-stage
prompting

Self-
Consistency

Std
few-shot

COT
prompting

Self-
Consistency

Mistral-7b 42.16 43.32 45.67 49.87 49.56 52.78
Llama-13b-chat 41.59 42.92 43.21 49.43 50.88 51.97

Falcon-7b-instruct 41.47 42.81 44.22 48.56 49.87 52.63
Falcon-40b-instruct 43.89 44.13 47.05 50.24 51.39 54.94
Fine-tuned BERT 43.07

Table 2: Macro F1-score for Document-level Entity-centric Sentiment prediction across Various LLMs on
the PerSenT Frequent Test Dataset

Zero-shot Few-shot

Model Std
decoding

2-stage
prompting

Self-
Consistency

Std
few-shot

COT
prompting

Self-
Consistency

Mistral-7b 43.61 44.29 44.70 46.64 47.37 49.77
Llama-13b-chat 42.09 43.61 44.92 45.98 46.56 49.08

Falcon-7b-instruct 41.72 42.19 43.64 47.16 48.07 50.45
Falcon-40b-instruct 44.21 45.27 46.17 49.67 51.19 53.71
Fine-tuned BERT 48.38

Table 3: Macro F1-score for Document-level Entity-centric Sentiment prediction across Various LLMs on
the PerSenT Standard Test Dataset

Zero-shot Few-shot

Model Std
decoding

2-stage
prompting

Self-
Consistency

Std
few-shot

COT
prompting

Self-
Consistency

Mistral-7b 56.67 58.12 59.76 59.07 59.36 61.49
Llama-13b-chat 54.43 57.07 58.21 58.34 58.42 59.79

Falcon-7b-instruct 55.71 57.18 58.23 59.69 59.35 61.48
Falcon-40b-instruct 57.95 59.01 59.91 61.84 62.07 63.87
Fine-tuned BERT 56.54

Table 4: Macro F1-score for Document-level Entity-centric Sentiment prediction across Various LLMs on
the WPAN Dataset

tency. The seed value is fixed during experiments
to obtain identical outputs.

Our analysis reveals variations in LLM perfor-
mance between datasets. Specifically, the LLMs
perform better on the WPAN dataset compared to
the PerSenT dataset. Upon examining the news
articles, we observed that most documents in the
PerSenT dataset exhibit mixed sentiment across
various paragraphs within the same article. In con-
trast, the sentiment across paragraphs in the WPAN
dataset is less varied, potentially contributing to the
improved performance of LLMs on this dataset.

We address three main experimental questions
during the result analysis:

• We investigate whether LLMs can predict
entity-specific sentiment labels in a zero-shot
setting.

• We explore whether LLMs can learn from few-
shot demonstrations.

• We analyze whether scaling up the LLM size

has any effect on zero-shot and few-shot set-
tings.

The experimental results, presented in Tables 2,
3, and 4, reveal several key insights.

Firstly, for the PerSenT-freq and WPAN datasets,
the FALCON-40b model consistently outperforms
the fine-tuned BERT model. Even in the case
of PerSenT-std data, the Self-consistency method
over FALCON-40b yields comparable performance
compared to FT-BERT. These findings indicate that
LLMs, with their pretraining and proper parameter
sizing, exhibit a strong capability to capture senti-
ment labels from documents in zero-shot settings.

Secondly, we observe that the model perfor-
mance improves significantly in few-shot settings
compared to zero-shot scenarios across all three
datasets. This suggests that learning in-context
positively impacts model performance and effec-
tiveness.

However, our experiments also reveal that the
Chain-of-Thought (COT) prompting method is not
consistently effective. In some cases, its perfor-
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mance lags behind standard few-shot approaches.
Nevertheless, the self-consistency method proves
to be beneficial in enhancing model performance
across all cases. Additionally, in zero-shot scenar-
ios, the 2-stage prompting approach outperforms
the standard zero-shot method.

Lastly, we experimented with LLMs having a pa-
rameter size within 40-billion. However, at this
scale, we did not observe significant effects of
model scaling on performance. Further exploration
with larger model sizes may provide additional in-
sights into this aspect.

Overall, our results demonstrate the effective-
ness of LLMs in entity-specific sentiment prediction,
particularly in few-shot learning scenarios, while
highlighting the importance of appropriate prompt-
ing strategies and model architectures.

6. Related Work

6.1. Sentiment Analysis in news domain
Sentiment analysis is a widely explored area within
natural language processing, attracting significant
attention due to its multitude of applications across
academic research and practical domains. Par-
ticularly within the realm of news content analy-
sis, sentiment analysis has emerged as a pivotal
task (Balahur et al., 2013; Katayama et al., 2019;
Islam et al., 2017; Kuila et al., 2024; Samonte,
2018; Pryzant et al., 2019). Researchers have
also delved into sentiment prediction grounded in
news events (Zhou et al., 2021). Moreover, there is
a burgeoning interest in news bias analysis (Eberl
et al., 2017), which often relies on sentiment asso-
ciated with news publications (Rodrigo-Ginés et al.,
2024).

However, our focus in this paper lies specifically
on entity-specific sentiment analysis within news
articles. This presents a distinct problem with di-
verse applications, including predicting authors’
sentiment (Bastan et al., 2020), discerning the ideol-
ogy of news outlets (Lin et al., 2011), and analyzing
media bias (Hamborg et al., 2019).

6.2. Large Language Models
Recent advancements in natural language process-
ing (NLP) research have been marked by the emer-
gence of Large Language Models (LLMs) (Chowd-
hery et al., 2022). These LLMs are pre-trained on
massive text corpora using diverse training tech-
niques such as instruction-tuning and reinforce-
ment learning with human feedback (RLHF) (Chris-
tiano et al., 2017), showcasing impressive perfor-
mance in zero-shot and few-shot settings. The
paradigm shift towards in-context learning (Brown
et al., 2020) has further enhanced the capabilities

of LLMs, moving away from fine-tuning to prompt-
tuning approaches.

Despite the widespread adoption of LLMs in
various NLP tasks, including sentiment analy-
sis (Zhong et al., 2023; Wang et al., 2023), chal-
lenges persist due to the computational demands of
these models, particularly in resource-constrained
settings. Consequently, our research is dedicated
to investigating the viability of employing smaller-
scale LLMs for entity-specific sentiment identifica-
tion within the domain of political news articles.
By harnessing the power of these compact LLMs,
we endeavor to address resource limitations while
leveraging the inherent capabilities of LLMs in sen-
timent analysis tasks.

7. Conclusion

In this study, we investigated the application of
Large Language Models (LLMs) in predicting entity-
specific sentiment from political news articles using
zero-shot and few-shot strategies. Our findings
demonstrate the effectiveness of LLMs, particularly
FALCON-40b, in capturing sentiment towards politi-
cal entities. Leveraging the chain-of-thought (COT)
approach with rationale in few-shot in-context learn-
ing, we observed improvements in sentiment pre-
diction accuracy, especially in few-shot scenarios.
While the self-consistency mechanism enhanced
consistency in sentiment prediction, we noted vary-
ing effectiveness in the COT prompting method
across different datasets. Overall, our results high-
light the potential of LLMs in entity-centric sentiment
analysis within the political news domain.

Beyond sentiment analysis, our work has broader
implications for media bias analysis and identifi-
cation of media house ideologies. By discerning
sentiment towards political entities, our model can
assist in analyzing media bias and understanding
the ideological stance of media houses. This ca-
pability holds promise for enhancing media literacy
and facilitating informed discourse in political com-
munication.

Moving forward, future research could explore ad-
ditional applications of LLMs in political NLP tasks,
such as misinformation detection, stance classifi-
cation, and agenda setting analysis. Additionally,
investigating the interpretability of LLMs’ predictions
and addressing potential biases in training data are
essential considerations for further advancement
in this field.

In conclusion, our study contributes to advancing
the understanding of sentiment analysis in the po-
litical news domain and underscores the potential
of LLMs in facilitating nuanced analysis of media
content and political discourse.
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